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2. ZIPA FOR MOBILE DEVICES (SYNCVIBE, IVPAIR) 3. ZIPA FOR STATIONARY DEVICES (VOLTKEY)1. MOTIVATION

4. LIMITATIONS AND CHALLENGES OF ZIPA

SyncVibe [1] Uses vibration motor and accelerometer as out-of-band channel 
to transmit and receive pairing information.
By keeping two devices in contact, pairing process is simplified.
Vibration is proximity channel which makes eavesdropping more difficult than 
using RF channel.
Maximizes bit transfer rate with vibration clock recovery, which extracts 
timing information from vibration waveform of data bits.
Achieves reliable success rate of 92% with average pairing time of 6.74 s 
using 150-bit pairing information.
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ivPair [2] leverages vehicle’s vibration response to automatically generate 
random pin based on driving pattern, vehicle type, and road conditions.
To pair mobile device to vehicle (Host), the user holds the device equipped 
with accelerometer against the interior door frame.
ivPair corrects the sampling frequency discrepancy by adopting dynamic 
time warping to calculate the optimal correspondence between two axis.
Users can expect to pair their device to the car within 11s with high success 
rate using 14-bit pairing pin.
Successfully reject nearby adversary from pairing with user’s mobile device 
or the host vehicle

Traditional device authentication mechanisms are time consuming by 
requiring user to enter passwords on small devices without usable interfaces.
Zero-interaction pairing and authentication (ZIPA) use environmental 
contexts to authenticate closely located devices.
ZIPA eliminate user involvement at authentication time, enhancing usability.
It also allows devices to use a unique key for each device pair or re-establish 
fresh keys more frequently and autonomously, enhancing security.
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VoltKey [3] transparently and continuously generates secret keys for 
colocated devices, leveraging spatiotemporally unique noise contexts 
observed in commercial power line.
Power line noise is dependent on number and type of surrounding electrical 
devices.
Can easily be implemented in standard AC/DC power supplies or USB 
chargers with less than $15.
Users can simply plug in their IoT devices in their homes to authenticate with 
their Wi-Fi access points.
Successfully authenticates over 92% of trusted device pairs within home, 
office and lab environment.
Effectively rejects adversaries and distant devices that are connected outside 
circuit breakers.
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One limitation in ZIPA works is a randomness quality of generated final keys.
In [4], we propose efficient algorithm to improve randomness of 
environmentally extracted keys.
Existing ZIPA works lack systematic design pipeline that hinders coherent
comparison between different works.
In [5], we propose generic key reconciliation framework to determine proper 
reconciliation parameter given user-defined authentication range.
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